
PacaPod Giraffe Toy Pod

PRODUCT: PacaPod Toy Pod ( www.pacapod.com )

  

DESCRIPTION: A free standing child's mini backpack in either a giraffe or zebra design, with
wipe clean interior, three storage pockets, chest strap and pram clip. The Toy Pod fits into your
PacaPod bag as part of the 3-in-1 organisational system. Dimensions are W22 x H20 x D16cm. 

  

GOOD POINTS: The PacaPod Toy Pods are an incredibly cute range of rucksack-style bags
for toddlers and young children.

  

The pods are made from a really durable and sturdy Cordura style fabric for long-lasting use,
and their quality and finish is excellent. They come in a choice of two wonderful designs, giraffe
or zebra, with cute sticking out ears and simple use of colours to give really effective animal
print effects. 

  

The chunky compact shape of the backpack allows it to stand upright on its own, and a double
zip opening around the entire front of the bag, along with large leather zip pulls for easy grip by
little fingers, enables your child quick and easy access to the contents.
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Despite its miniature design, the interior of the backpack is large enough for your child to pack a
good few of their favourite belongings, without being so spacious that they have to rummage
through each time they open it (or that it becomes too heavy to carry!). To encourage your child
to organise, the bag has three inner pockets - one of which is a crayon pocket - as well as an
elasticated strap to secure small books and pads.

  

The great thing about the PacaPod Toy Pod is that children will love packing and carrying their
own things, which lightens the load for parents. Substantial padded straps fit comfortably
around your child's shoulders, and can be adjusted to suit their age and size. In addition, a
chest harness with buckle fastening prevents the bag from slipping off during carrying.

  

When your child can carry their rucksack no
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 longer, it can either be attached via a very useful attachment strap (i.e. pram clip) to the handleof a pushchair - this attachment strap also makes a good carry handle if you don't have astroller - or it can be fitted into your PacaPod bag as part of the organisational pod system,secured to the interior using this same integral clip on the top.  In our opinion, the PacaPod Toy Pod is just fantastic....it has a wonderfully distinctive, cute andcompact design that young children will adore, with an age-appropriate storage layout and several options for carrying!          BAD POINTS: None that we can find!  PRICE: £19.95        Click here to go to all product reviews    Click here  to go to all articles      
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